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1. TOWER OF HANOI 
 
We are given a tower of eight disks, initially stacked in decreasing size on one of three  
 
pegs. The objective is to transfer the entire tower to one of the other pegs, moving only  
 
one disk at a time and never moving a larger one onto a smaller. 
 
 
The problem of the Tower of Hanoi was invented by E. Lucas in 1883 and had been  
 
discussed extensively without touching on the number system in (1). Let us first give an  
 
optimal solution to this problem with four disks by imposing subscripts to each number to  
 
keep track of the number of moves hereunto taken for the corresponding disk as follows. 
 
 
Step 0       10                 
        20                          
       30     
40     
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3 
 
Step 1       20                          
       30     
40                                                         11      
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3 
 
Step 2       30     
40                                                         11                                                    21  
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3 
 
 
Step 3       30                                                                                                                 12  
40                                                                                                                21  
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3 
 
Step 4                                                                                                                         12  
40                                                        31                                                     21  
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3 
 
Step 5       13                                                                                                                    
40                                                        31                                                     21  
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3 
6 
Step 6       13                                       22                                                                               
40                                                        31                                                       
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3 
 
Step 7                                               14 
                                                                                           22                                                                               
40                                                    31                                                        
       peg 1          peg 2             peg 3 
 
Step 8                                               14 
                                                                                           22                                                                               
                                                         31                                                       41 
       peg 1          peg 2             peg 3 
 
Step 9                                                               22                                                      15 
                                                               31                                                      41  
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3 
 
Step 10                                                                                                                         15  
23                                                        31                                                      41  
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3                          
       
Step 11            16                                                                                                                    
23                                                        31                                                      41  
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3 
 
        
Step 12            16                                                                                                  32 
23                                                                                                                 41  
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3 
 
Step 13                                                                                                            32 
23                                                         17                                                   41  
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3 
 
Step 14                                                                                       24 
                                                                                                                                                      32 
                                                         17                                                       41 
       peg 1          peg 2              peg 3 
 
Step 15                                                                                         18         
                                                                                          24              
                                                                                         32     
41   




10                                     18  
  20             14           24 
 30    13    16                 22                   12    15    32 
 40    40    23        11    31    17                  21    41    41 
 peg 1                     peg 2             peg 3                          
 
 
The general problem with n disks can be solved the same way. Let nT  denote the total  
 
number of moves taken to accomplish the objective in the general case. Then we see from  
 
the above illustration that 
                                                                                           
    1512483 T   
 
and in general 
 













Now with a modification we can convert our problem into the binary number system.  
 
Give some of the disks the weight 0 and the others the weight 1. Then the weighted sum  
 




2;5 T   
 
where (1,1,0,1,0) represents 5 disks with weights listed in the ascending order of sizes.        
  
 
If we further restrict that all moves can only be made between the adjacent pegs and  
 
consider each move as a half count, then the direct solution of the modified problem with  
 
three disks can be demonstrated as follows. 
 
Step 0       10                          
       20      
30                                                               
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3 
8 
Step 1       20 
30                                                       10.5                                                      
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3 
 
Step 2       20                                                                                                                    
30                                                                                                                11   
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3                          
 
Step 3       30                                                      20.5                                                  11   
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3                                                                                                                  
 
Step 4                                                               11.5                                                            
30                                                       20.5                                                           
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3 
 
Step 5       12                                                                                                                      
30                                                       20.5                                                           
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3 
 
Step 6       12                                                                                                                      
30                                                                                                                 21 
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3 
 
Step 7       30                                                      12.5                                                  21   
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3  
 
Step 8                                                                                                        13  
30                                                                                                               21 
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3 
 
Step 9                                                                                                        13  
                                                             30.5                                                  21 
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3 
 
Step 10                                              13.5                                                              
                                                             30.5                                                  21 
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3 
 
Step 11       14                                                       30.5                                                 21   
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3   
 
Step 12                                               21.5                                                              
14                                                        30.5                                                   
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3 
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Step 13                    14.5             
                                                              21.5 
                                                               30.5   
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3 
 
Step 14                                              21.5                                                              
                                                         30.5                                                  15 
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3                          
 
Step 15       22                                                       30.5                                                 15   
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3   
 
Step 16                                              15.5                                                              
22                                                       30.5                                                   
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3 
 
Step 17       16                                                                                                      
22                                                       30.5                                                   
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3 
 
Step 18       16                                                                                                      
22                                                                                                                 31 
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3 
 
Step 19       22                                                       16.5                                                  31   
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3   
 
Step 20                                                                                                          17  
22                                                                                                                31   
      peg 1          peg 2             peg 3 
 
Step 21                                                                                                        17  
                                                              22.5                                                 31   
      peg 1           peg 2              peg 3 
 
Step 22                                                17.5                                                     
                                                               22.5                                                 31   
      peg 1           peg 2              peg 3 
 
Step 23       18                                                        22.5                                                  31   
      peg 1           peg 2              peg 3   
 
Step 24                                                                                                          23 
18                                                                                                                31   
      peg 1           peg 2              peg 3 
10 
Step 25                                                                                                          23 
                                                          18.5                                                   31   
      peg 1          peg 2              peg 3 
 
Step 26                                                            19  
                                                                                                      23 
                                                                                                      31 
       peg 1           peg 2               peg 3                          
 
 
The above detailed process can be recapped as follows. 
 
  10           14.5                                  19 
  20   12       16                      11.5         13.5    21.5   15.5           17.5                       13           17     23           
  30   30   14   22   18         10.5   20.5   12.5   30.5    30.5    30.5   16.5    22.5   18.5       11   21   15   31     31 
           peg 1              peg 2                            peg 3 
 
 
As before, with a modification we can convert our problem into the tri-nary system. Give  
 
some of the disks the weight 0, some others the weight 1 and the rest the weight 2. Then  
 






3;5 T   
 
where (2,0,1,0,2) represents 5 disks with weights listed in the ascending order of sizes. 
  
 
The initial problem can be generalized as follows.  
 
 
General Tower of Hanoi with k pegs. We are given a tower of n disks, initially stacked in  
 
decreasing size on the first of k ordered pegs. The objective is to transfer the entire tower  
 
to the last peg, moving only one disk at a time and never moving a larger one onto a  
 
smaller. We further restrict that all moves can only be made between the adjacent pegs.  
 
 
Can we convert the problem of General Tower of Hanoi into the k-ary number system? 
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2. EINSTEIN RIDDLE 
 
The question is: Based on the following hints, who owns the fish? 
 
1) There are five houses in five different colors. 
 
2) In each house lives a person with a different nationality. 
 
3) These five owners drink a certain type of beverages, smoke a certain brand of cigar 
 
and keep a certain pet. 
 




5) The Brit lives in the red house. 
 
6) The Swede keeps dogs as pets. 
 
7) The Dane drinks tea. 
 
8) The green house is on the left of the white house. 
 
9) The green house’s owner drinks coffee. 
 
10) The person who smokes Pall Mall rears birds. 
 
11) The owner of the yellow house smokes Dunhill. 
 
12) The man living in the center house drinks milk. 
 
13) The Norwegian lives in the first house. 
 
14) The man who smokes blends lives next to the one who keeps cats. 
 
15) The man who keeps horses lives next to the man who smokes Dunhill. 
 
16) The owner who smokes Blue Master drinks beer. 
 
17) The German smokes Prince. 
 
18) The Norwegian lives next to the blue house. 
 
19) The man who smokes blends has a neighbor who drinks water. 
12 
 
The author’s motivation came from the notion that only two percent of people in the  
 
whole world could solve Einstein Riddle. He would try to prove it otherwise by using an  
 
illustrative method incorporate with subscripted annotations.  
 
 
Many logical reasoning problems can be solved this way, especially Sudoku puzzles. He  
 
was invited to present the following talk at “The 2017 International Conference in  
 
Management Sciences and Decision Making” (Tamkang University), which is an  
 
example of a talk that could appeal to general audience with no math background.   
 
 
2.1   Talk Topic: Illustrative Problem Solving   
 
First of all, I would like to thank Professor Ruey-Chyn Tsaur for inviting me cordially  
 
here at the Department of Management Sciences, which is by no means a stranger to me.  
 
It has to trace back to its origin the Institute of Management Sciences, where I was  
 
invited by Professor Horng-Jinh Chang to be a visiting professor for three months in the  
 
year of 1984.  
 
 
As you might have known, Professor Chang was a student of Professor Wen-tao Huang,  
 
who has been my dearest friend since our graduate student years together in Tsinghua  
 
University, where Professor Tsaur received his PhD from much later. 
 
 
I still remember quite vividly the founding year of the Institute of Mathematics there  
 
nearly fifty five years ago. Wen-tao was the first student to register, but to his dismay  
 
was soon called back to fulfill his obliged teaching duty in Tainan as required for every  
 
student graduated from the National Taiwan Normal University.  
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Among the seven students registered in the Spring semester of 1962, six (one female)  
 
graduated from the National Taiwan Normal University and one from the National  
 
Taiwan University. Despite of the wide range of age disparity, we got along pretty well in  
 
the male student dorm. After the first day of orientation, we had dinner together. To make  
 
the story short, let me propose the following three problems that are most suitable for our  
 
theme: the illustrative problem solving. 
 
 
Problem 1. From the following requirements, can you figure out the order of the age 
 
seniority and the gift-exchanging arrangement?  
 
#1. The sitting is three on each side of the table. 
 
#2. Each gives gift in a non-reciprocate fashion. 
 
#3. HT gives gift to the one sitting opposite him. 
 
#4. WH sitting opposite to the second oldest gives gift to the second youngest. 
 
#5. HL sitting by the side of the second youngest gives gift to the youngest. 
 




#7. FH and the third oldest do not give gift to each other. 
 
#8. WL being not the oldest sits in a corner and gives gift to the third youngest. 
 





According to #1, divide the table surface into six parts as shown in Figure 1, each of  
 
which is to place one’s number of the age seniority with 1 being the youngest.  
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Figure 1.    The table surface for placing 
 
 
According to #6, sit CH first with the subscript indicating the order of occurrence and co- 
 
place 1 and 3 as shown in Figure 2. According to #9, place 6 opposite to 3. 
 
 
CH1  (#6)      
 
                                          32  (#6)                               12  (#6) 
                                                                     
                     
 






Figure 2.      The first stage of placing 
 
 
According to #4 and #6, place 5 in the remaining corner and sit WH opposite to the  
 
second oldest. According to #8, sit WL (being neither the oldest nor the third youngest)  
 





CH1        WH5  (#4) 
 
                                              32                                       12 
                                                                     
                        
 63                                 54  (#4.6) 
 
 
WL6  (#8) 
 
 
Figure 3.    The second stage of placing 
 
 
Therefore, CH must be the third oldest. Otherwise, co-place 2 and 4 as shown below.  
 
According to #5, sit HL by the side of CH. According to #7, sit FH (being not the third  
 
oldest) in the remaining corner. According to #3, HT gives gift to CH contradicting #4  
 
(WH gives gift to CH). 
 
 
HL2 (#5)      CH          WH  
 
                                                3                  21                  1 
                                                                     
                                 
 6                  41                  5  
 
 
FH3 (#7)    HT4  (#3)      WL 
 
 
Figure 4.       The third stage of placing 
 
 







HT         CH          WH  
 
                                         3                 4                   1 
                                                                     
                        
  6                 2                    5  
 
 
HL          FH           WL 
 
 
Figure 5.    The fourth stage of placing 
 
 




     WH (1)   CH (4)   HT (3)   WL (5)   FH (2)   HL (6) 
 
WH (1)                                      #4 
 
CH (4)                                                      #6 
 
HT (3)                           #3            
 
WL (5)                                                                      #8 
 
FH (2)                                                                                     #2 
 
HL (6)            #5 
 
 
Table 1. The first stage of gift-giving arrangement 
 
 







FH         CH          WH  
 
 
                                         3                 4                   1 
                                                                     
                        




HL         HT           WL                    
 
 
Figure 6.       The fifth stage of placing 
 
 
The gift-giving arrangement is displayed with the requirement number and the age  
 




                  WH (1)   CH (4)   HT (2)   WL (5)   FH (3)   HL (6) 
 
 
WH (1)                                       #4 
 
CH (4)                                                        #6 
 
HT (2)                            #3                                               
 
WL (5)                                                                       #8 
 
FH (3)                                                                                       #2 
 
HL (6)             #5 
 
 
Table 2.     The second stage of gift-giving arrangement 
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Problem 2. On the second day, we three young ones decided to elect courses among  
 
Statistics, Analysis, Algebra and Topology according to the following agreements. From  
 
the following agreements, can you figure out who does not elect Topology? 
 
#1. Each elects exactly three courses. 
 
#2. Each course is elected by exactly two. 
 
#3. If WH elects Statistics, so does he Topology.  
 
#4. If HT elects Algebra, so does he Analysis.   
 
#5. If FH elects Algebra, so does he Analysis.  
 
#6. If WH elects Topology, so does he Analysis.  
 




Assumption 1. WH does not elect Topology.   
 





                         ST              AN               AL             TP 
 
           WH          1.1.1                                 1.1          1.1.1 (#3)       < 4 
      
HT                            1.1 (#4)           1.1                1               < 4 
                                                                     
            FH                              1 (#7)                                  1              < 4 
 
 
                               = 2             = 2               = 2              = 2                  
  
 
Figure 7.       Assumption 1 of course electing 
 
 
According to #7, (FH, AN). 
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Assumption 1.1. (WH, AL), (HT, AL). 
 
According to #4, (HT, AN). 
 
 
Assumption 1.1.1. (WH, ST). 
 
According to #3, (WH, TP), contradicting #2, since Topology is elected by three. 
 
Assumption 1.2. (WH, AL), (FH, AL). 
 
 
                            ST                AN                  AL                TP 
 
           WH                                                           1.2                
     
  
HT                                                                                   1                
     
                                                                
            FH                                      1                    1.2                  1      
  
 
                    Figure 8.        Assumption1.2 of course electing 
 
 
According to #2, (WH,ST), (HT,ST). Or else, FH would elect four courses, contradicting  
 
#1. According to #3, (WH, TP), contradicting Assumption 1. 
 
Assumption 1.3. (HT, AL), (FH, AL). 
 
According to #4, (HT, AN). 
 
 
                          ST                 AN                  AL                TP 
 
           WH                                              
      
HT                                                           1.3                  1               
 
            FH                                      1                    1.3                 1       
 
 
Figure 9.       Assumption1.3 of course electing 
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Same as before, (WH, TP), contradicting Assumption 1. So instead of Figure 8 and  
 
Figure 9, let us look at Figure 10 under Assumption 2. 
 
 
Assumption 2. HT does not elect Topology. According to #2, (WH,TP), (FH,TP).  
 
According to #6, (WH, AN). According to #7, (FH, AN). 
 
 
                            ST                AN                  AL                 TP 
 
           WH                                 2 (#6)                                        2 
      
HT                                2.1 (#4)               2.1                           
                                                                    
            FH                                  2 (#7)                                         2       
              
 
Figure 10.          Assumption 2 of course electing 
 
 
Assumption 2.1. (HT, AL). 
 
According to #4, (HT, AN), contradicting #2, since Analysis is elected by three. 
 
Assumption 2.2. (WH, AL), (FH, AL). 
 
 
                             ST                AN                AL                 TP 
 
           WH                                  2 (#6)              2.2                   2 
      
HT                                                           
                                                                    
            FH                                   2 (#7)               2.2                   2       
 
 
Figure 11.         Assumption 2.2 of course electing 
 
 
So instead of Figure 11, let us look at Figure 12 under Assumption 3. According to #1,  
 
HT can only elect Topology, contradicting #2. 
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Assumption 3. FH does not elect Topology. 
 
According to #2, (WH,TP), (HT,TP). According to #6, (WH, AN).    
 
 
                             ST                 AN                 AL                TP 
 
         WH                                   3 (#6)                3.1                 3 
      
HT                                  3.1 (#4)               3.1                 3               
                                                                    
          FH                                            






Figure 12.           Assumption 3 of course electing 
 
 
Assumption 3.1. (WH, AL), (HT, AL). According to #4, (HT, AN). 
 
According to #1, FH can only elect Statistics, contradicting #2. 
 
Assumption 3.2. (HT, AL), (FH, AL). According to #4, (HT, AN). 
 
 
              ST                AN                  AL               TP 
 
           WH                                 3 (#6)                                      3 
      
HT                                3.2 (#4)               3.2                 3               
                                                                    
            FH                                 3.2 (#5)               3.2              





Figure 13.         Assumption 3.2 of course electing 
 
 
According to #5, (FH, AN), contradicting #2, since Analysis is elected by three. The false  
 
attempt shown in Figure 13 leads us to Assumption 3.3 for the last resort.  
 
 
Assumption 3.3. (WH, AL), (FH, AL). According to #7, (FH, AN). 
 
Assumption 3.3.1. (HT, ST), (FH, ST). 
22 
              ST                AN                  AL               TP 
 
           WH                                 3 (#6)                 3.3                3 
      
HT             3.3.1                                                            3                
                                                                    
            FH              3.3.1          3.3 (#7)                3.3              
 
 
Figure 14.      Assumption 3.3.1 of course electing 
 
 




Problem 3. Oddly enough, we all came from different places (P), later majored in  
 
Different fields (F), with advisors of different nationalities (N) and now each of us lives  
 




#1. CH came from Danshuei. 
 
#2. HL lives in Hsinchu. 
 
#3. FH advised by American. 
 
#4. The individual who came from Taipei registered before that from Chiayi. 
 
#5. The individual who came from Taipei majored in Number Theory. 
 
#6. The individual who advised by Canadian lives in Taipei. 
 
#7. The individual who came from Tainan advised by Indian. 
 
#8. The individual who registered third majored in Geometry. 
 
#9. WH registered first. 
 
#10. The individual who advised by American registered either right before or right after  
 
that lives in Danshuei. 
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#11. The individual who lives in Los Angeles registered either right before or right after  
 
that advised by Indian. 
 
#12. The individual who advised by Japanese majored in Game Theory. 
 
#13. HT advised by Chinese.   
 
#14. WH registered right before the one came from Changhua. 
 
#15. The individual who advised by American registered either right before or right after  
 
that majored in Geometry. 
 
 
Solution. (This is, in fact, the Einstein Riddle in disguise.)  
 
By rearranging the hints in the new order: 9, 14, 8, 4, 5, 1, 7 and 11, we can first come up  
 




       1            2          3                   4                 5 
 
I        WH (#9)                             CH (#1) 
 
P        TN (#1)        CH (#14)       DS (#1)      TP (#4,#5)*     CY (#4)    
  
F                                                   GM (#8)        NT (#5) 
 
N        IN (#7) 
 
C                             LA (#11)              
 
 
*. Had TP been placed in (P, 3), NT would have to be placed in (F, 3) according to #5,  
 
contradicting GM (F, 3). 
 
 
Table 3.       Table of the first stage of information 
 
 
According to #15, we have the following two cases to consider. 
24 
Case 1. AM (N, 4) 
 
             1             2          3                   4                 5 
 
I         WH (#7)                           CH (#1)         FH (#3)          HL (#2) 
 
P         TN (#1)      CH (#14)       DS (#1)       TP (#4,#5)        CY (#4)      
 
F                                                  GM (#8)         NT (#5) 
 
N         IN (#7)                                                    AM (1) 
 
C                             LA (#11)                                                    HC (#2) 
 
 
Table 4.    Table of the second stage of information in Case 1 
 
 
According to #3, we place FH in (I, 4). According to #2, we place HL in (I, 5), HC in  
 
(C, 5) and HT in (I, 2), contradicting #13. 
 
 
Case 2. AM (N, 2) 
 
             1            2          3                  4                5 
 
I        WH (#7)       FH (#3)        CH (#1)       HT (#13) 
 
P        TN (#1)      CH (#14)        DS (#1)      TP (#4,#5)      CY (#4)   
    
F                                                  GM (#8)       NT (#5)        GT (#12) 
 
N        IN (#7)        AM (2)                              CH (#13)       JA (#12)  
 
C                           LA (#11)    
 
 
Table 5.     Table of the second stage of information in Case 2 
 
 
According to #3, we place FH in (I, 2). According to #12, we place JA in (N, 5) and GT  
 
in (F, 5). According to #13, we place CH in (N, 4) and HT in (I, 4). 
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We can now use the rest of the hints to complete Table 6 for the answer.  
 
     1       2       3       4       5 
 
I       WH    FH   CH    HT    HL 
 
P       TN    CH   DS    TP     CY  
               
F       ST    AN   GM    NT    GT 
 
N       IN    AM   CN    CH    JA 
 
C       DS    LA    TP     SF    HC 
 
 
Table 6.        The final table of the complete information 
 
 








Fifty four years ago, 
 
 
HT: “WH, Where is your Home?” 
 
WH: ”HT, Home is in Tainan.” 
 
 
Fifty four years later, 
 
 
Rock watching    HT 
 
White waves splash upon shore rock slate, 
 
One dashes another lest getting there late; 
 
An idle by-passer simply sits still watching, 
 
Poetic rhythms well up during long gazing. 
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Watching waves   WH 
 
White waves seize the rocks, 
 
Waves went yet turning back; 
 
If only for sentimental blocks, 
 




Wen-tao and I have been teasing each other (first by mail, then through e-mail) ever  
 
since we graduated from Tsinghua University. In conclusion, I would like to challenge  
 
Wen-tao with the following poem in hope that our exchange of teasing would continue. 
 
 
I have almost left my heart in San Francisco, 
 
Come over here to talk about fifty years ago; 
 
Along the bank of the same old Damshueiho*,  
 
Hope for your applaud and a long loud acho. 
 
 

















3. GEOMETRY VIA TRIGONOMETRY 
 





Here are some the other way around examples 
 
 
3.1 Pythagorean Theorem      
 
                                                  (c + d) cos x = a (c + d) cos2 x = c 
                         d y 
           c                  b             (c + d) sin x = b (c + d) sin2 x = d 
        x               y  x                  
               a                            cos2 x + sin2 x = 1 a2 + b2 = (c + d)2  
 
Figure 15.       Figure for P. T. 
 
 
3.2 Tsao’s Theorem I 
 
Let ADEK be a rectangle.  If OB = 3 OA and OC = 4 OA, then BK = HG. 
 
      C    
 
        x     
         
                      
G
   
                                                                                                   x      F                    
              H    
                   
                 
                       
                B 
    A                          
                         K    
            x                   
            x       
x 
O               D            E  
                                                                                                            
          Figure 16.           Figure for T. T. 1 
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Proof via the trigonometrical identity sin 3x = 3 sin x - 4 sin3 x  
 
Let OA = 1. Then OB = 3 and OC = 4. It follows that 
 




HG = 4 sin3 x = 3 sin x - sin 3x = BE – AD = BK. 
 
 
3.3 Tsao’s Theorem II 
 
If BF and OE are perpendicular, then BC = DF. 
 
                                                            
                                  B   
            y      
                
                       C               
             
                    D   
            y        
 O     x      y                          A             
                         x     E                      
            F                
 
Figure 17.    Figure for T. T. 2 
 
 
Proof via the formula tan (x + y) = (tan x + tan y)/(1 – tan x tan y) 
 
Let OA = 1. Then tan (x + y) = BA, tan x = CA, tan y = DA, tan (x + y) tan y = EA and  
 
tan (x + y) tan y tan x = FA. It follows that 
 




4. PROOFS WITHOUT WORDS: PYTHAGOREAN THEOREM 
 
 




      
 
                
                              
                                                              
                      
                                                              
                                           
                      
                     
                           
               
                
            
 
Figure 18.    Figure with three squares    
                                                              
                                           
                      
                     
                           
               
                
          
                                  
 
Figure 19.       Figure with three half circles 
 
 
4.2 a2 + b2 = 2ab + (b-a)2   
       b 
  
             a     
                                   
 
 
             (b-a)2                       
                  
 
       
          a 
                                   a 
                            
Figure 20.    Figure with  (b-a)2  off center 
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4.3 2ab + (b-a)2  
          
              b       a 
         a   
 
                 (b-a)2                        c    
            b 
          
           
                                                                            c 
                                                                         
Figure 21.     Figure with  (b-a)2  centered 
 
 




                    
   (b – a cos C)2                                
                                          
                                        a2 sin2 C                                       
b          C          a                   
a sin C  
              
 
            c2 




Figure 22.       Figure for obtuse triangle                                  a cos C 
 










Figure 23.         Figure for acute triangle 
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5. GEOMETRY PLUS TRIGONOMETRY 
 
Let ABCD be a square such that  
 




BF = 2 AF.  
 
 
If FG is perpendicular to DE and DH is perpendicular to EF, then  
 









              A                                                                          B 
            
             H    
                         
                                                                                                              
           
                   
                 
                      E           
                
                        G   
                            
                              
                  
                                      
 
               D                                                                         C 
 
 







Let AB = 1. Then Pythagorean Theorem gives  
 
DE = 5 /2,  
 
DF = 10 /3,  
 
EF = 5/6  
 
and Law of Cosines gives  
 
cos x = (DE2 + DF2 - EF2)/2(DE)(DF) = 2 /2,  
 
where x = angle EDF. 
 
 
It follows that DG = 5 /3 = FG and the rest is clear.  
 
 




                             1/3       2/3                             
                       215/3      110/3              x (。)  tan x             
       215/3         
                                       55/3   1/3 
                         
                                                                                                                      1/2               80/3   1/2 
              160/3 
                                              110/3   3/4 
       190/3            
    1                               135/3     1         
                      190/3  
                                     160/3    4/3 
       55/3                           
                                       ½          190/3      2 
                  
                     45                           215/3      3 
                         80/3                                            
                                                                           
 




6. COUNTING TIDBITS   
 
The author shall touch on miscellaneous combinatorial problems that can be pondered in  
 
a jail house.  
 
 
He gave two talks of the same nature at Sonoma State University (1988) and National  
 
Taiwan Normal University (2017). Since the time span is nearly thirty years, the contents  
 
had been modified a great deal.  
 
 
The following is a combined excerpt of both talks that could appeal to general audience  
 
with some math background.  
 
 
6.1 Talk Topic: Jail House Mathematics  
 
I was once caught speeding and put in jail overnight.  At first, I was eager to get  
 
















Figure 26.        Figure for the grid gate 
 
 
After some inner struggle, I calmed myself down and began to wonder how many squares  
 
were there in the grid.  
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r   
 
 
I continued to indulge in my wonderland and became a combinatorialist. I’ll tell you what  
 
happened inside and out. Unlike many long-term inmates (who later became  
 
philosophers, writers or politicians), I was fortunate just being in jail one night to become  
 
a mathematician.          
 
 
First, let’s get back to the grid. What came to my mind was, in fact, “how many  
 
different (shortest) paths connecting A and B?”  (See Figure 27) 
 
 
In jail, people usually use the brute force approach. There are 1 (via 5) plus 4 (via 4) plus  
 
10(via 3) plus 20 (via 2) plus 35 (via 1),i.e. 70 paths.  
 
 
                   B 
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
   1                2          3  4       5   
 
 
            A                                  
 
 
Figure 27. Figure for the grid gate with two corners marked A and B 
 
 
A combinatorial approach is to pick all possible 4 horizontal (or vertical) moves out of 8  
 









 ways.  
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Next, I was wondering “How many rectangles could be contained in it? “ 
 
















, since two vertical and two horizontal line segments were  
 
needed to form a rectangle.      
 
 
The comparable answers to the last two questions regarding an n1x n2 x n3 x . . . x nm    
 






















































































Figure 28.       Figure for the graded window 
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.  Then 
 



















As can be seen from the figure, when extending from n-1 layers to n+1 layers  
 
S(n) + S(n+1) new forward triangles and S(n) new backward triangles are added.  Hence  
 
   T(n+1) = T(n-1) + 2S(n) + S(n+1). 
 
 
We shall only show the inductive step of the mathematical induction:   
 
T(n) + T(n+1) = T(n) + T(n-1) + 2S(n) + S(n+1) 
 















)( + 2S(n) + S(n+1) 
 






































)2,( C(n+1, 3), we have 
 



































T(n) = C(n+1, 3) + S(2)(n) – T(n-1). 
                                                                                                                                        
 
We can use Theorem 2 and Corollary to come up with S(2)(n) and T(n) recursively as  
 
shown in Table 7.   
                                                                                                                      
 n C(n+1, 3) C(n+2, 3)  S(2)(n)            T(n-1)            T(n) 
 
 1        0         1       1                 0    1 
 2        1         4       5          1    5 
 3        4        10      14          5   13 
 4       10        20      30        13   27 
 5       20        35      55        27   48 
 6       35        56      91        48        78 
 7       56        84                140             78  118 
 8       84       120     204      118  170 
 9      120       165     285      170  235 
           10      165       220     385      235  315        
 
Table 7.     Table for recursive calculations of S(2)(n) and T(n)  
 
 
Theorem 3  
 
               T(n) = [ n(n+2)(2n+1)/8 ], 
 




Due to Theorem 1, we can write 
 
     T(n) + T(n-1) = 2C(n+1, 3) + C(n+2, 3) = (n+1)n(n-1)/3 + (n+2)(n+1)n/6 = n3/2 + n2/2 
 
    = (2n3 + 5n2 + 2n)/8 + [(2(n-1)3 + 5(n-1)2 + 2(n-1)]/8 – 1/8, 
 
from which we see that 
 
 T(n) =  (2n3 + 5n2 + 2n)/8 + [-1 + (-1)n]/16 = [ n(n+2)(2n+1)/8 ].  
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Figure 29.       Figure for graffiti picture 1 








)3,2( nC  + )3,1( nC  
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3 2)]2,1([ nC         
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Figure 31.   Figure for graffiti picture 3 
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The moment that I got out, I was able to see a better picture below and wrote a couple of  
 



























7. GLOBAL APPROACH TO PROBABILITY PROBLEMS 
 
For the instructional purpose, both global and local approaches are equally important  
 
to solve probability problems. There are excellent demonstrations of the latter in (3),  
 
from which the author shall select four problems, namely twin knights, the ballot box,  
 




The author shall also provide the combinatorial realization of the probability for “Squares  
 
among rectangles” and the graphical visualization of the odds for “Same birthday among  
 






7.1 Talk Topic: Probability Problems and Concepts Made Simple 
              
Let us start with the following four problems selected from (3). 
 
 
1) Twin knight 
 
Suppose King Arthur holds a jousting tournament where the jousts are in pairs as in a  
 
tennis tournament. The 8 knights in the tournament are evenly matched, and they  
 
include the twin knights Balin and Balan. What is the chance that the twins meet in a  
 
match during the tournament?                                                                                        
 
 
If the knights were not evenly matched, the calculations of each probability for all  
 
possible locations that the twins meet as in the book would have been necessary. In our  
 
case, all we need  is to divide the total number of matches by the total number of pairs.  
 




















which was proved by induction in (3). 
 
 
2) The ballot box 
 
In an election, two candidates, Albert and Benjamin, have in a ballot box a  and b  votes  
 
respectively, ba  . If ballots are randomly drawn and tallied, what is the chance that at  
 
least once after the first tally the candidates have the same number of tallies? 
 
 
If we approach this problem by considering the last tie in the tallying, then the detail  
 
discussions of the first tie as in (3) can be avoided.   
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Out of ba   positions in a tallying sequence, the last tie can occur with A or B being  
 





.   
              
 
3) Ties in matching pennies  
 
Players A and B match pennies N times. They keep a tally of their gains and losses. After  
 
the first toss, what is the chance that at no time during the game will they be even? 
 
 















































(To achieve no tie, the first n  tallies out of the first n2  need to be of the same kind.)    
 
 
Combinatorial solution                                                                                 
 
To achieve no tie, the first n tallies but not the second n tallies out of the first 2n tallies  
 








AAAAA, AAAAB, AAABA, AABBA, AAABB, AABAB,  
 
BBABA, BBBAA, BBABB, BBBAB, BBBBA, BBBBB 
 















4) The theater row 
 
With b  elements of one kind and m  of another, randomly arranged in a line, what is the  
 
expected number of unlike adjacent elements?  
 
 
Instead of being caught up with “unlike adjacent elements”, we shall consider the  
 
matching of unlike pair. A match will produce two adjacent cases. Since each of the first  
 
kind has the chance of 
b
1
 to match with the second kind and each of the second kind has  
 
the chance of 
m
1











.   
 
 
5) Squares among rectangles  
 
What is the chance )(nP  that a randomly selected rectangle from a gridded square of  
 

















Figure 33.   Figure for the gridded square 
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We can certainly use the local approach to find that  
 



















)5( P .   
                                                                        
 
Globally, we need to realize that a pair of identical lengths and a pair of identical widths  
 











.   
 



























nP  . 
 
 


























6) Same birthday among classmates 
 
What is the probability that two students in a classroom have the same birthday? 
                                                                                                                                         
 
During my teaching at San Francisco State University, I did the experiment for each of  
 
my classes. This is how the experiment went. Each student was asked to submit his/her  
 
birthday written in a piece of paper. Then I collected them according to the birth month,  
 
from January to December. I still remember vividly the very experiment the match of  
 
birthdays late until December papers were collected. Then came a loud laughter, when  
 
two Korean twin students walked all the way from the last row to submit their papers. 
 
 
Let us first consider the following figure, in which 25 points are uniformly spread over  
 
the uniform sample space of 441 points as in Figure 34. 
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Figure 34.          Figure for the uniform sample space of 441 points 
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This is equivalent of saying that if there were 441 days in a year, then the maximum  
 
number of people to have different ‘birthdays’ spread out uniformly would be 25 so that  
 
among 25 people the probability of at least two having the same ‘birthday’ would be 
 
    1 – 441P25 / 441




Similarly, Figure 35 shows that if there were 368 days in a year, then among 23 people 
 
the probably of at least two having the same ‘birthday’ would be 
 
           1 – 368P23 / 368
23 = 0.5.                                                   
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Since there are actually 365 days in a year, it follows that among 23 people the  
 
probability of at least two having the same birthday is slightly exceeding 50%. 
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8. MUTUAL INDEPENDANCY VERSUS MUTAL EXCLUSIVENESS 
 
It was pointed out in (2) that the concepts of mutual exclusivity and probabilistic  
 
independency are difficult for students to grasp. However, the concept of the former is  
 
self-explanatory. Two events that are likely to occur are said to be mutually exclusive if  
 
the occurrence of one prevents the other from occurring. This concept does not involve  
 
the probability.   
 
 
So the problem comes from the definition of the latter:  two events are said to be  
 
independent if the occurrence of one does not affect the probability of the other to occur.  
 
Since this concept involves the probability, there shouldn’t be any confusion with the  
 
previous concept.  Rather, the difficulty lies on the judgment of the “affection”.   
 
 





Let A  and B  be events. The conditional probability )|( ABP  of B  given A  is the  
 
probability of B  given that A  has already occurred.  
 
 
Thus two events A  and B  are independent if and only if )()|( BPABP   and/or  
 















)()()( APBPABP  .     Eq. 1 
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To help judging of the “affection”, we define the discrepancy of independency )|( ABDI   
 
in the probability of B  given A  to be the percentage change in the probability of B   
 
















ABDI ,      Eq. 2 
 
which is 0 if A  and B  are independent due to Eq. 1.  
 
 
In an experiment of picking 6 distinct months randomly from the calendar year, construct  
 
2 events that are mutually exclusive.  
 
 
Apparently, the event A  of picking the odd months and the event B  of picking the even  
 
months are mutually exclusive.  Are they independent?  Certainly not, since the  
 
occurrence of A  does affect the probability of B  to occur.  
 
 
































ABDI .   
 
 
For convenience, let the sample space be }12,11,10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1{S .  
 
 
By setting }5,4,3,2,1,{  iiiiiiEi , we can use Eq. 2 to find  
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)|( 31 EEDI ,  
 








)|( 61 EEDI , 
 
1)|( 71 EEDI .  
 
We see from the above 1E  is 100% dependent to itself, 1E  and 7E  are mutually  
 
exclusive (-100% dependent to each other), whereas 1E  and 4E  are independent (0% ). 
 
 
The following graphical views might further help readers to envision the matter. 
 
Case 1. A and B are mutually exclusive. 
 




                          0.3                                                              
 
                                                                   0.2  




Figure 36.     Figure for the mutually exclusive case 
 
 











ABDI            
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Case 2. A and B are independent. 
 
  
                                                                                             S 
 











Figure 37.   Figure for the independent case 
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Figure 38.         Figure for the nearly independent case 
 














9. THE SOLID GROUND IN A BIG PICTURE OF LIFE INSURANCE 
 
The main theme of this speech is to demonstrate how not to be lost in a big picture by  
 
way of diligently laying down a solid foundation, especially for actuaries. I am very  
 
pleased to have this opportunity to inform you about two explosive well-kept secrets.  
 
 
The life actuarial theory had been well developed to a near perfection throughout the  
 
twentieth century. The whole hundred years of development is like the entire life span of  
 
an ideal individual in the insurance industry. For a human life, the mid-age is the juncture  
 
of two distinguishing stages: growing and maturing. Therefore, it is not coincidental that  
 
the formation of the SOA organization in U. S. A. and the construction of the CSO life  
 
table in 1958 came about all in the mid-century. By constructing two cubic models for  
 
1958 CSO male life table, I discovered the first secret: the live curve is symmetrical with  
 
respect to the mid-age! 
 
 
Analogous to the apparent deterioration at the very end of a human life, near the turning  
 
point of the last century the life contingency theory suffered a severe setback and in  
 
despair bizarrely resorted to some fuzzy model for savage!  
 
 
Through the tireless effort of unifying the insurance and annuity functions from both  
 
deterministic and stochastic points of view, I discovered the second secret: the dynamic  
 
model could very well be an important tool to cope with the drastic change of the  
 
financial environment in this new century!  
 
 
You might have been confused by these two secrets, especially the first one. What is  
 
exactly the mid-age? If it means 50, then what I just told you shouldn’t be true at all.  
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In my studies, the mid-age is actually 65, the age of retirement!  
 
 
As I have shown in (7), my models fit well with 1958 CSO male life table up to age 75.  
 
This is good enough for practical use, isn’t it?  
 
 
My first secret would have been true, if the terminal age of a human life were 130. Who  
 
knows? Some day we might reach that goal. Although actuaries should not develop  
 
theories without looking at the reality, they won’t prosper without relying on theories  
 
either. Most theories are based on two important factors: mortality rate and interest rate.  
 
Life actuaries in the last century collectively built up a gigantic mansion by laying down  
 
a solid foundation. 
 
 
After giving you my perspectives ranging from mortality models construction to  
 
unification of life contingencies in an orderly manner, I’ll then elaborate on my second  
 
secret. In there, I’ll point out that the mansion we have built is now precarious, not  
 
because of the mortality pillar, rather of the interest pillar. In the big picture, there is an  
 
urgent need for a revolutionary change in the concept of interest rate. Otherwise, we  
 
would run into the same unrealistic dilemma as I mentioned in the first secret.  
 
 
The key word in the actuarial profession is fairness. In the past experience, actuaries have  
 





Therefore, the dynamic approach using discounting functions of interest and mortality  
 
retrospectively should be the way to go in this new century. 
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10. SUDOKU PREVIEW 
 
The following is an excerpt of the introduction in (4). 
 
Maze with clues has been built in every foreseeable place, 
 
            All barriers could be removed without any frustrating face 
;  
            In idle time please come to visit the three treasures palace, 
 
            Relax your mood and nerves and indulge in Sudoku space.   
 
 
The inventor of Sudoku games was Tetsuya Nishio, who first came across a game named  
 
Number Place in Dell Magazine in early 1980’s while visiting U.S. and then developed it  
 
into a more complicated puzzle to be played in Japan. Its name was immediately changed  
 
to Sudoku by Nikoli Magazine in Japan and prevailed there for a while. Now, people all  
 
over the world are indulging in this game thanks to Wayne Gould, a retired Hong Kong  
 
judge from New Zealand. Not until 1997 while touring Tokyo, he encountered this  
 
gadget. After six years of study, he came up with the computer software named  
 
Pappocom which enabled him to massively produce fiendish Sudoku puzzles. In 2004,  
 
this wonderful workmanship game frantically hit the entire England and subsequently the  
 
whole Europe. Soon after that, it returned to U.S. and Japan, further extended to Taiwan  
 
in 2005. Surging from the outset of this century, “Sudoku” is indeed self-entertaining,  
 
time-killing, loneliness-removing, solitude-exempting and senile-preventing. 
 
 
The purpose of the Sudoku game is using logical inference, starting from the puzzle form  
 
of Figure 39, to uncover those un-starred numbers in Figure 40 step by step according to  
 
the order of subscripts. The rule of Sudoku game is to require each row, each column and  
 
each box to have each of all numbers ranging from 1 through 9.   
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Figure 40.          The second figure of Sudoku preview 
 
 
Freshly retired from the teaching post of San Francisco State Business School, the author  
 
started to play this game sporadically.  
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 5* 7* 1*  9* 4* 3* 2* 
9* 1* 3* 4* 5* 2* 7* 6* 8* 
4*  2* 3*  7* 9* 5* 1* 
  9* 2*  4* 5*  7* 
  1*   5* 6*  4* 
5*  4* 6*  8* 3* 1* 9* 
2* 4* 6* 5*  1* 8*  3* 
1* 3* 8*  4* 6* 2*  5* 
7* 9* 5* 8* 2* 3* 1* 4* 6* 
614 5* 7* 1* 818 9* 4* 3* 2* 
9* 1* 3* 4* 5* 2* 7* 6* 8* 
4* 815 2* 3* 619 7* 9* 5* 1* 
312 613 9* 2* 11 4* 5* 83 7* 
816 717 1* 97 36 5* 6* 22 4* 
5* 24 4* 6* 75 8* 3* 1* 9* 
2* 4* 6* 5* 99 1* 8* 710 3* 
1* 3* 8* 78 4* 6* 2* 911 5* 
7* 9* 5* 8* 2* 3* 1* 4* 6* 
No sooner than 2005, the returning year of his son Michael from medical training, the  
 
author began to indulge himself in this fascinating game, thanks to Michael’s thoughtful  
 
choices of all sorts of challenging Sudoku books as birthday, father day and Christmas  
 
presents for the subsequent three years, including 1001 SUDOKU and SUDOKU  
 
GENIUS of 2005; Su Doku, HIGHER SUDOKU and Sudoku Puzzles of 2006; Extreme  
 
Sudoku of 2007. Therefore, he literally ate and drank Sudoku during the entire period of  
 
those three years. However, unlike most speed-oriented players, He took his time to enjoy  
 
the logical reasoning provided by each puzzle and kept the detailed record of the whole  
 
solving process. The joy of life is to share. With this belief, he had prepared a draft of his  
 
book “Completely Cracking Sudoku“  way back in 2007 blending the most inspiring  
 
ideas of puzzle structures enlightened by the afore-mentioned books in order to introduce  
 
the unique step by step method.  
 
 
The key is to take and record each step in accordance with a logical reasoning instead of  
 
hasty trials and errors, so that everyone can enjoy and refresh one’s memorable moments.  
 
That draft was then sent to his brother Yung-Shyeng who never played a single game of  
 
Sudoku, made lots of valuable suggestions from a beginner’s point of view and also  
 
added a finishing touch, liking of the secret codes in kung fu practice, on this originally  
 
scrupulous and methodical manuscript of knowhow. This has revived the spirit of his  
 
book as if bringing the painted dragon to life by putting in the pupils of its eyes. Soon  
 
after that, he was sidetracked by his breakthrough in the classic number theory. Just  
 
around the conclusion of his breakthrough, he was informed by Mr. Ray Leo in early  
 
July of 2012 that the hardest Sudoku was newly posted online.  
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After being able to crack down this hardest Sudoku in a couple of days using his Sudoku- 
 
solving techniques, he has revived the desire of publishing his book. During this five  
 
years of  “idle period“, the author has actually perfected the method of explaining how  
 
puzzles can be solved step by step using various techniques with the aid of shorthand  
 
annotations to be introduced in his book. Interestingly, in 2008 he picked up and studied  
 
“Cracking Sudoku“  (in Chinese, by Wang Tung Chiao) while strolling the “Bookstore  
 
Street“ in Taipei. The following year, he has pointed out an erroneous puzzle of Will  
 
Shortz’s THE DANGEROUS BOOK OF SUDOKU and received three of his new books  
 
in return. So it is fair to say that the author has not given up on Sudoku completely.  
 
 
To begin with, the author will try the most challenging puzzle claimed by Wang Tung  
 
Chiao in Cracking Sudoku. First star all given numbers in Figure 41 and then start with  
 
the smallest number ready to be filled, according to the prescribed order of up-down and  
 



















Figure 41.          The third figure of Sudoku preview 
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1*    9*    3* 
 7*   5*   6*  
  2* 8*  1* 4*   
4*        5* 
  6*    7*   
9*        8* 
  4* 5*  9* 2*   
 3*   6*   5*  
2*    4*    6* 
After failing with 1, 2 and 3 for all boxes, you could try 4 in box 1. Grid (12), the  
 
intersection of row 1 and column 2, is the only place for 4, abbreviated as 4(12), because  
 
of 4(41), 4(73) and 4(37). So the first step is 41(12). The second step is to enter 4 into the  
 
grid of row 8 and column 9 in box 9, abbreviated as 42(89) and the third step is to enter 5  
 
into the grid of row 1 and column 7 in box 7, abbreviated as 53(17).   
 
 
Now the first obstacle is encountered. With patience and perseverance, readers might find  
 
the grid in row 1 and column 3, but what number to fill in? Please scan in Figure 42 from  
 
left to right, row 1 has 1, 4, 9, 5, 3 and column 3 has 2, 6, 4, hence only 7 and 8 are left to  
 
be filled. But, wait! 7 can not be filled here either, due to the fact that box 1 where the  
 

















                                                             
 
Figure 42.       The fourth figure of Sudoku preview 
                  
Hence for the fourth step, we can take 84(13) as shown in Figure 42. This is called a grid  
 
move (g), abbreviated as 84(13)g, since this move is determined by the surroundings  
 
(row, column & box) intersecting with this grid.  
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1* 41 84  9*  53 27 3* 
 7* 99  5*  85 6* 16 
  2* 8*  1* 4* 714 913 
4*        5* 
  6*    7*  28 
9*        8* 
  4* 5*  9* 2*  715 
 3*   6*  912 5* 42 
2* 910 511  4*    6* 
After 85(27) and 16(29), you can look at box 7. The 2 can only be entered into (18),  
 
abbreviated as 27(18)b7. This is called a box move (b), since this move is determined by  
 
the surroundings (all rows & columns) intersecting with this box. After 28(59), you can  
 
look at row 2. The 9 can only be entered into (23), abbreviated as 99(23)r2. This is called  
 
a row move (r), since this move is determined by the surroundings (all columns & boxes)  
 
intersecting with this row. After 910(92), 511(93) and 912(87), you can look at column 9.  
 
The 9 can only be entered into (39), abbreviated as 913(39)c9. This is called a column  
 
move (c), since this move is determined by the surroundings (all rows & boxes)  
 
intersecting with this column. After 714(38) and 715(79), once again a stalemate.  
 
is encountered. By scanning three unfilled grids in box 1, readers can easily know to fill 3  
 
into (21), abbreviated as 316(21)g as shown in figure 43. Readers can then move rather  
 
smoothly by taking 317(35), 318(78)r7, 819(98) , 120(97) and 721(81)c1 as shown. The rest  
 




















Figure 43.            The fifth figure of Sudoku preview 
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1* 41 84  9*  53 27 3* 
316 7* 99  5*  85 6* 16 
  2* 8* 317 1* 4* 714 913 
4*        5* 
  6*    7*  28 
9*        8* 
  4* 5*  9* 2* 318 715 
721 3*   6*  912 5* 42 
2* 910 511  4*  120 819 6* 
A step by step solution is provided in Figure 44, with some helpful moves: 
 














































1* 41 84 641 9* 742 53 27 3* 
316 7* 99 448 5* 249 85 6* 16 
628 529 2* 8* 317 1* 4* 714 913 
4* 825 736 954 234 640 339 155 5* 
530 133 6* 345 824 447 7* 946 28 
9* 232 337 153 735 531 638 452 8* 
826 627 4* 5* 123 9* 2* 318 715 
721 3* 122 251 6* 850 912 5* 42 
2* 910 511 743 4* 344 120 819 6* 
GLOSSARY 
Pythagorean Theorem:     The sum of the squares of the lengths of each of the right  
 
triangle’s legs is the same as the square of the length of the triangle’s hypotenuse. 
 
Row move:     A move to place a number in a grid by observing a certain row. 
 
Column move:    A move to place a number in a grid by observing a certain column. 
 
Box move:     A move to place a number in a grid by observing a certain box. 
 
Grid move:     A move to place a number in a grid by observing a certain grid. 
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APENDIX A: LIST OF TABLES 
 
Table 1. The first stage of gift-giving arrangement 
 
Table 2. The second stage of gift-giving arrangement 
 
Table 3. Table of the first stage of information 
 
Table 4. Table of the second stage of information in Case 1 
 
Table 5. Table of the second stage of information in Case 2 
 
Table 6. The final table of the complete information 
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Figure 1.      The table surface for placing 
 
Figure 2.      The first stage of placing 
 
Figure 3.      The second stage of placing 
 
Figure 4.      The third stage of placing 
 
Figure 5.      The fourth stage of placing 
 
Figure 6.      The fifth stage of placing 
 
Figure 7.       Assumption 1 of course electing 
 
Figure 8.       Assumption1.2 of course electing 
 
Figure 9.       Assumption1.3 of course electing 
 
Figure 10.       Assumption 2 of course electing 
 
Figure 11.       Assumption 2.2 of course electing 
 
Figure 12.              Assumption 3 of course electing 
 
Figure 13.        Assumption 3.2 of course electing 
 
Figure 14.        Assumption 3.3.1 of course electing 
 
Figure 15.               Figure for P. T. 
 
Figure 16.               Figure for T. T. 1 
 
Figure 17.         Figure for T. T. 2 
 
Figure 18.         Figure with three squares   
 
Figure 19.         Figure with three half circles 
 
Figure 20.         Figure with  (b-a)2  off center 
 
Figure 21.         Figure with  (b-a)2  centered 
 
Figure 22.                Figure for obtuse triangle 
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Figure 23.         Figure for acute triangle 
 
Figure 24.         Figure for DG = FG and HB // DE 
 
Figure 25.         Figure supplemented by a convenient table 
 
Figure 26.         Figure for the grid gate 
 
Figure 27.         Figure for the grid gate with two corners marked A and B 
 
Figure 28.         Figure for the graded window 
 
Figure 29.         Figure for graffiti picture 1 
 
Figure 30.         Figure for graffiti picture 2 
 
Figure 31.         Figure for graffiti picture 3 
 
Figure 32.         Figure for the jail house 
 
Figure 33.         Figure for the gridded square 
 
Figure 34.                Figure for the uniform sample space of 441 points 
 
Figure 35.                Figure for the uniform sample space of 368 points 
 
Figure 36.          Figure for the mutually exclusive case 
 
Figure 37.          Figure for the independent case 
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Figure 39.          The first figure of Sudoku preview 
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E-BOOK SERIES AND CHAPTER INTRODUCTON 
 
Introduction to the eBOOK Series of the "EVOLUTIONARY PROGRESS IN SCIENCE, 
 
TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, ARTS AND MATHEMATICS (STEAM)" and This  
 
Chapter “EVOLUTIONARY MATHEMATICS AND ARTS FOR TALK ELEGANCY  
 
INVESTIGATION” 
The acronym STEM stands for “science, technology, engineering and mathematics”.  In 
accordance with the National Science Teachers Association (NSTA), “A common 
definition of STEM education is an interdisciplinary approach to learning where rigorous 
academic concepts are coupled with real-world lessons as students apply science, 
technology, engineering, and mathematics in contexts that make connections between 
school, community, work, and the global enterprise enabling the development of STEM 
literacy and with it the ability to compete in the new economy”. The problem of this country 
has been pointed out by the US Department of Education that  “All young people should 
be prepared to think deeply and to think well so that they have the chance to become the 
innovators, educators, researchers, and leaders who can solve the most pressing challenges 
facing our nation and our world, both today and tomorrow. But, right now, not enough of 
our youth have access to quality STEM learning opportunities and too few students see 
these disciplines as springboards for their careers.”  STEM learning and applications are 
very popular topics at present, and STEM related careers are in great demand.  According 
to the US Department of Education reports that the number of STEM jobs in the United 
States will grow by 14% from 2010 to 2020, which is much faster than the national average 
of 5-8 % across all job sectors. Computer programming and IT jobs top the list of the 
hardest to fill jobs. Despite this, the most popular college majors are business, law, etc., 
not STEM related. For this reason, the US government has just extended a provision 
allowing foreign students that are earning degrees in STEM fields a seven month visa 
extension, now allowing them to stay for up to three years of “on the job training”. So, at 
present STEM is a legal term.  
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The acronym STEAM stands for “science, technology, engineering, arts and mathematics”.    
 
As one can see, STEAM (adds “arts”) is simply a variation of STEM.  The word of “arts”  
 
means application, creation, ingenuity, and integration, for enhancing STEM inside, or  
 
exploring of STEM outside.  It may also mean that the word of “arts” connects all of the  
 
humanities through  an idea that a person is looking for a solution to a very specific problem  
 
which comes out of the original inquiry process.  STEAM is an academic term in the field  
 
of education. The University of San Diego and Concordia University offer a college degree  
 
with a STEAM focus. Basically STEAM is a framework for teaching or R&D, which is  
 
customizable and functional, thence the “fun” in functional. As a typical example, if STEM  
 
represents a normal cell phone communication tower looking like a steel truss or concrete  
 
column,STEAM will be an artificial green tree with all devices hided, but still with all cell  
 
phone communication functions.   This ebook series presents the recent evolutionary  
 





This ebook chapter,“EVOLUTIONARY MATHEMATICS AND ARTS FOR TALK  
 
ELEGANCY INVESTIGATION” is Dr. Hung-ping Tsao’s collection of thoughts, works  
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and artful ideas with all levels of audience by giving talks to college and high school  
 
students in U.S. as well as in Taiwan. 
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